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Brute Force 18-24
Manufacturer

Brute Force Distributing
N648 Sunset Dr.
Dorchester, WI 54425
ph: 715/678-0037
www.bruteforcemfg.com

Machine Operator
Josh Szydel

Assistant

Clayton Szydel

Time

18 min. 32 sec.

Cords Processed
1.5 Cords

Cords/Hour
4.86 Cords
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rute Force returned to the
2018 Shoot-Out with their
popular 18-24 firewood
processor. Josh Szydel
owns the Wisconsin-based
family business and was in
charge of operating all three of the
Brute Force machines participating in
the Shoot-Out. Assisted by his father,
company founder Clayton Syzdel, the
son/father team showed what this midsize processor could do. While Josh
ran the processor, Clayton filled the
log deck and occasionally straightened
out a piece of wood between the splitter and the conveyor.
“The 18-24 is built to the same
specs as our larger units,” Josh said.
There is no skimping on materials.
The 38-hp Kohler gas engine powers a
single-stage pump that runs all moving
parts on the processor. The 30-inch
0.404 chain saw cutoff saw can handle
logs up to 21 inches in diameter, but
Josh says it really hits its peak production on logs in the 14-inch- to 16-inchdiameter range, so the Shoot-Out logs
were the perfect size. The mud on the
logs was another story. “If you have
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clean wood, you can cut 10 cords
between chain swaps,” Josh said. “But
I hit one crotch that had a big chunk
of mud in it and it really dulled the
teeth, so I put on a fresh chain.” The
time-out to put on a fresh chain did
not incur any time penalty, but it did
break the rhythm of running the
processor, probably adding a bit to the
time. The chain is just like on a chain
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saw with two nuts and tensioner
bolt, and just takes a couple minutes. The cut-to-cut time for the
processor is roughly 6 seconds,
depending on the diameter and
species of the log—and, of course,
what condition the chain is in.
Some of the notable features on
the Brute Force 18-24 include a 40gallon hydraulic reservoir, oil cooler, and two filters so that oil is filtered when it exits the tank and
again before it returns to the tank.
The hydraulic pump is single
stage, so it does not slow down,
even when applying its maximum
25-ton splitting force to a tough
piece of firewood. The last piece of
firewood can sometimes make for
an awkward cut, but all Josh had to
do was swing a bar under the end
of the log to support it while
clamping, and it cut off and
dropped down into the splitting
chamber without incident.

According to Josh, the direct
hydraulic valves are simple and
responsive. A 4-way valve controls
the bidirectional infeed conveyor
when moved to the left or right,
and lowers/raises the clamp and
chain saw when moved fore or aft.
The chain saw runs only when the
valve is activated, which saves on
wear on the bar and chain, as well
as conserving bar oil.
Another feature of the Brute
Force processors is a swivel on the
outfeed conveyor that lets the end
pivot 3 feet right or left, which
allows the user to put the pile
exactly where it needs to be, or to
feed into one bin while moving
another. The 5,250-pound processor is less than 7 feet wide, which
makes it highly maneuverable
around the woodlot, and the 2-inch
hitch, torsion suspension, and electric brakes make it easy (and legal)
to tow down the highway. •

MACHINE
SPECS
Model ............................18-24
Power ...............38-hp Kohler
Cutoff ............30-in. bar chain
saw, 0.404 gauge
Cycle time......................5 sec.
Log loading ........... Skid steer
Max diameter ................18 in.
Options used............Fast-split
hydraulic log loader
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